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Abstract

We present a new type of formulation for scheduling problems where jobs are identical

in all aspects but one� This type of formulation is particularly useful for deriving

Lagrangian lower and upper bounds for �owshop problems� where the jobs only di�er

in their processing times� We illustrate the e�ectiveness of this type of formulation

for a two�machine �owshop problem where the �rst machine is a batching machine

that executes the jobs in constant time�
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� Introduction

We present a new type of formulation for machine scheduling problems with jobs that are
identical in all aspects but one� The formulation is based on positional completion times

C���� � � � � C�n�� where C�j� is the completion time of the jth job in the sequence �j � �� � � � � n�
with n the number of jobs to be scheduled� If we have jobs like this� then any feasible

�An earlier draft of this paper has appeared in the Proceedings of the �th International IPCO Confer�
ence� Lecture Notes in Computer Science ���� Springer� Berlin
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schedule can be fully represented by speci�c values of these positional completion times	
the vector of positional completion times carries then enough information to establish the
identity of the job on each position�

This type of formulation is particularly useful for deriving lower and upper bounds by
means of Lagrangian relaxation for 
owshop problems with the objective of minimizing
makespan or total completion time� For those problems� the jobs di�er only in their
processing times� We illustrate the e�ectiveness of such a formulation on the two�machine

owshop problem studied by Ahmadi� Ahmadi� Dasu and Tang ����� Our computational
experiments show that our type of formulation leads to Lagrangian lower and upper bounds
that dominate theirs� obtained from a more standard formulation� both in terms of quality
and speed�

This type of formulation is also useful for machine scheduling problems with so�called
generalized due dates� Generalized due dates are not associated with jobs but with the
positions in the schedule	 see Hall ������ Finally� this type of formulation also applies to
problems with equal�length jobs with either arbitrary release dates� due dates� precedence
constraints� or weights�

Our type of formulation is in fact a special case of the control�theoretic formulation
recently introduced by Lasserre and Queyranne ����� They formulate single�machine
scheduling problems in terms of ��� variables ukj that assume the value � if Jj is scheduled
in position k and the variables t�� � � � � tn� where tj denotes the start time of the jth job in
the sequence� Due to the presence of the variables ukj � which link the jobs to the positions�
this type of formulation is suitable for modeling about any single�machine or permutation

owshop problem� whereas our formulation can only model problems with almost identical
jobs� Lasserre and Queyranne� however� study the polyhedral structure of feasible sched�
ules� We study the Lagrangian structure� Our formulation is also related to the concept of
positional weights� Hoogeveen� Oosterhout� and Van de Velde ���� successfully use this
concept to derive Lagrangian lower and upper bounds for an earliness�tardiness scheduling
problem with a small common due date�

Insight into the theoretical and practical aspects of Lagrangian and linear�programming
lower bounds derived from di�erent formulations of the same problem can be obtained in
Potts ������ Wolsey ����� Queyranne and Wang �����a�� �����b�� Van de Velde �����
Hoogeveen and Van de Velde ����� and M�uller and Schulz ����� All these papers
concern the single�machine problem of minimizing the weighted sum of completion times
subject to precedence constraints�

The choice of a formulation is vital if we wish to compute bounds through Lagrangian
relaxation� This is nicely illustrated by Hoogeveen� Oosterhout� and Van de Velde �����
who give an example of a tailor�made formulation that is exceptionally �t to solve a certain
type of problem through Lagrangian relaxation� In this respect� the bottom line of this
paper is that our formulation based upon positional completion times has a big potential
for 
owshop problems�
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� Problem Description

We consider the problem of scheduling a set of n independent jobs J � fJ�� � � � � Jng that
have to be executed by two machines�M� and M�� that are both continuously available from
time zero onwards� Each job consists of two operations	 the �rst one must be executed
by M�� the second by M�� and the second operation may be started only if the �rst
operation has been completed� Hence� each job passes �rst through M� and then through
M�� Machine M� is a batching processor with capacity c� that is� it can handle up to c
jobs at a time	 M� can handle at most one job at a time� The �rst operation of job Jj
�j � �� � � � � n� requires processing during an uninterrupted period of length t	 processing
the second operation of Jj takes an uninterrupted period of length pj �

A schedule is a speci�cation of the job completion times Cij �i � �� �� j � �� � � � � n�
such that the availability and capacity restrictions of both machines are satis�ed and the
second operation of job Jj does not start before the completion of the �rst operation of
Jj �j � �� � � � � n�� The problem is to �nd a schedule with minimum total completion timePn

j��Cj � where Cj is de�ned to be equal to C�j� Without loss of generality� we can assume
that n is a multiple of c� since we can add extra jobs with a second operation of huge
length� which implies that these jobs must be processed last in any optimal schedule	 let
m � n�c�

This problem was �rst studied by Ahmadi et al� ����� They observe that it su�ces to
optimize over all permutation schedules� that is� schedules in which both machines execute
the jobs in the same order� and over all schedules with full batches� that is� with exactly
m batches processed on M�� They further prove that the problem is NP�hard for the case
c � � and propose an O�n log n� heuristic with performance guarantee � � m���m � ���
which goes to ��� if m � �� They also give a hybrid formulation of the problem in
terms of the job completion times C�� � � � � Cn and assignment variables xjk that assume
the value � if Jj �j � �� � � � � n� is assigned to the kth batch and the value �� otherwise�
They apply Lagrangian relaxation to the constraints stating that the second operation of
Jj �j � �� � � � � n� should not start before the �rst operation of Jj has been completed�
They show how to solve the Lagrangian problem in O�n log n� time for any given vector of
multipliers if the implicit constraint that the optimal schedule is a permutation schedule
is ignored� They further use the subgradient methodin an attempt to �nd the vector of
multipliers that maximize the value of the lower bound� They also develop two Lagrangian
heuristics that actually transform the optimal job sequences for the Lagrangian problems
into feasible schedules�

In this paper� we improve upon their work� First of all� we observe that the problem
under consideration is NP�hard in the stronge sense for each value of c� since the case
c � � is equivalent to the two�machine 
ow shop problem of minimizing total completion
time with equal processing times on the �rst machine� which has been shown NP�hard
in the strong sense by Hoogeveen and Kawaguchi ����� In Section �� we formulate the
problem in terms of positional completion times� derive the Lagrangian problem� and show
how to solve it in O�n log n� time� In Section �� we analyze the Lagrangian dual problem
and prove that we can solve it in O�n log n� time� In Section �� we design and analyze
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two classes of O�n log n� time Lagrangian heuristics� We prove that any heuristic in the
�rst class has performance guarantee � �m���m� ��� The structure of any such heuristic
is similar to the so�called Full�batch�dealing�SPT�policy heuristic by Ahmadi et al�� which
has the same performance guarantee� As to the heuristics in the second class� it is easy
to construct an example on which it performs very poorly� but it is complementary to the
heuristics in the �rst class� heuristics in the second class perform well on instances for
which heuristics in the �rst class may achieve the worst�case bound� Therefore� a better
worst�case bound may be expected from a combination of both types of heuristics�

Section � concludes on the empirical performance of our algorithms on randomly gener�
ated instances� It shows that the maximum gap between our Lagrangian upper and lower
bound is no more than ������ It also draws a comparison with the empirical performance
of the algorithms presented by Ahmadi et al�� our Lagrangian bounds perform much better�

� Formulation with Positional Completion Times

De�ne C�j� and p�j� as the completion time and processing time of job J�j�� which is de�ned
as the jth job executed by M�� Using these positional completion times� we obtain the
following pidgin integer program�

We are asked to determine C�j� �j � �� � � � � n� that minimize

nX

j��

C�j�

subject to

C�ck��� � p�ck��� � �k � ��t� for k � �� � � � �m� �� ���

the capacity and availability restrictions of machines M� and M�� ���

The constraints ��� express that the �rst job of batch k cannot start on M� before time
�k � ��t�

As a matter of standardization� we shift the time axis t units of time such that the �rst
batch on M� is completed at time zero	 hence� constraints ��� are now stated as

C�ck��� � p�ck��� � kt� for k � �� � � � �m� �	 ���

we can omit the constraint for k � �� since it then just states that the �rst job should not
start before time zero on M�� which is already implied by our assumption that M� is avail�
able from time zero onwards� To make up for the di�erence caused by the standardization�
we add the constant nt to the objective function�

We see constraints ��� as the nasty constraints without which the scheduling problem
could have been solved in polynomial time by Smith�s rule ������ sequence the jobs in
order of nondecreasing processing times� We introduce a nonnegative vector of Lagrangian
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multipliers � � ���� � � � � �m��� to dualize constraints ���� For any given � � �� this yields
the Lagrangian relaxation problem of determining C�j� �j � �� � � � � n� that minimize

nX

j��

C�j� �
m��X

k��

�k�kt� C�ck��� � p�ck���� � nt

subject to the capacity and availability constraints of machines M� and M�� We refer to
the Lagrangian problem as problem �L�� and to its optimal solution value as L����

Since the link between the machines modeled by the constraints ��� has been removed�
the positional completion times no longer depend on the capacity and availability of M��
Hence� we just ignore M� and obtain a single�machine scheduling problem� In order to
prevent the Lagrangian bound from becoming ��� we have to choose the multipliers
such that the insertion of idle time never decreases the cost� Since inserting idle time
immediately before job J�ck��� increases the completion times C�j� for j � ck � �� � � � � n� we
need to restrict the range of the multipliers �k �k � �� � � � �m� �� such that the sum of the
coe�cients of the completion times C�j� a�ected by inserting idle time immediately before
J�ck��� is nonnegative� for k � �� � � � �m � �� Hence� we have to restrict the multipliers �k
such that

m��X

j�k

�j � c�m� k�� for k � �� � � � �m� �� ���

These conditions ensure that there exists an optimal schedule without idle between the
jobs�

The Lagrangian relaxation problem is easily solved for any given � by applying the
concept of positional weights� Since there is no idle time between the jobs and the �rst
job starts at time �� we have that C�j� �

Pj
i�� p�i�� As the term

Pm��
k�� �kkt � nt is a

constant� the Lagrangian problem boils down to the problem of minimizing
Pn

j�� w�j�p�j��
where w�j� is de�ned as the weight of position j� It is easily checked that the weight of the
ith position in batch k� that is� position c�k � �� � i �i � �� � � � � c	 k � �� � � � �m�� is equal
to c�m� � � k�� i � � �

Pm��
j�k �j �

This problem is solved in O�n log n� time by assigning the job with the jth largest
processing time to the position with the jth smallest positional weight� where ties are
settled arbitrarily�

Since each vector of multipliers � � ���� � � � � �m��� � � that satis�es the constraints ���
leads to a lower bound on the batching problem that is computed as shown above� we
might as well try to �nd the set of multipliers that maximize the Lagrangian bound� that
is� to solve the Lagrangian dual problem�

� Solving the Lagrangian Dual Problem

In this section� we will characterize the optimal set of multipliers� We start with showing
that we can limit ourselves to integral values ranging from � to the batch capacity c�
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Lemma � There exists an optimal vector of multipliers � that is integral with � � �k � c
for k � �� � � � �m� ��

Proof We start with the integrality part� De�ne xk �
Pm��

j�k �j� for k � �� � � � �m � ��
and xm � �� Since xk � xk�� � �k� for k � �� � � � �m � �� we have that any nonnegative
integral vector x � �x�� � � � � xm��� with xk � xk�� �k � �� � � � �m � �� corresponds to a
nonnegative integral vector � � ���� � � � � �m���� The objective function in the Lagrangian
dual is reformulated as

minf
nX

j��

w�j�p�j� �
m��X

k��

�kkt � ntg � minf
nX

j��

w�j�p�j� �
m��X

k��

xkt� ntg�

where w�c�k����i� � c�m � � � k� � i � � �
Pm��

j�k �j � c�m � � � k� � i � � � xk �i �
�� � � � � c	 k � �� � � � �m��

Let �� denote the optimal vector of Lagrangian multipliers	 let x� be the vector
�x��� � � � � x

�
m���� where x�k �

Pm��
j�k ��j �k � �� � � � �m � ��� Let � be any schedule that

solves �L���	 de�ne Bk �k � �� � � � �m� as the total processing time of the jobs in batch k�
that is� the jobs occupying the positions c�k � �� � �� � � � � ck�

Determine the vector �x � ��x�� � � � � �xm���� where �xk � x�k�bx
�
kc �k � �� � � � �m���� If x�

contains fractional entries� then �x contains positive entries� Let �xl be the smallest positive
entry in �x	 let the set S contain all indices k with �xk � �xl� If we increase or decrease
all xk with k � S by some small amount �� then no positional weight in the batches in
S becomes greater than any positional weight in the batches that are not in S and vice
versa� Hence� we have that � is optimal for the Lagrangian problem corresponding to this
perturbation of the vector ��� too� The e�ect of a decrease of all xk �k � S� by � is equal
to ��
P

k�S�Bk � t��� whereas the e�ect of an increase of all xk �k � S� by � is equal to
��
P

k�S�t�Bk��� Since this perturbation of �� is nonnegative� as can easily be checked� we
have that �� can be an optimal solution of the Lagrangian dual only if

P
k�S�Bk � T � � ��

In this case� however� we know that the vector of multipliers that corresponds to the vector
�x in which all xk �k � S� are rounded down is an optimal solution of the Lagrangian dual
problem� too� Repetition of this argument shows that there exists an optimal vector of
multipliers that is integral�

We now prove that we can restrict our search for the optimal vector of multipliers to
the nonnegative integral vectors � with �k � c for k � �� � � � �m � �� Suppose that our
current optimal integral vector � has an element �k � c� De�ne yk �k � �� � � � �m � ��
as the minimal positional weight in batch k	 we have that yk � �m � k�c � � � xk for
k � �� � � � �m��� Note that we have yk�� � yk � c��k��� which implies that yk�� � yk � c
for k � �� � � � �m � �� Order the values yk according to nonincreasing value	 denote this
order by y���� � � � � y�m���� Moreover� permute the batches in the supposedly optimal schedule
� along the same permutation to obtain ��� The vector �� � ����� � � � � ��m��� of multipliers
that corresponds to the values y���� � � � � y�m��� is determined from the set of equations

y�k� �
m��X

j�k

��j � �m� k�c � �� for k � �� � � � �m� ��
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from which we derive that ��k � c� y�k���� y�k� for k � �� � � � �m� �� where y�m� � �� Since
y�k� � y�k��� for k � �� � � � �m� �� we have that ��k � c� Furthermore� from the inequality
yk�� � yk � c for k � �� � � � �m� �� we can derive that y�k��� � y�k� � c for k � �� � � � �m� ��
from which we derive that ��k � � for k � �� � � � �m� �� It is easily checked that the cost
of � in the Lagrangian problem with vector � is equal to the cost of �� in the Lagrangian
problem with the vector �� of multipliers� The integrality of ��k �k � �� � � � �m��� is trivial�
�

Before continuing our speci�cation of the optimal vector of multipliers� we introduce some
notation� For a given vector � of Lagrangian multipliers� let Wmax

k ��� denote the maximal
amount of work that is processed in the �rst k batches in any schedule that is optimal
for �	 the schedule that leads to Wmax

k ��� is determined by settling ties such that the
larger job is assigned to the position with smaller index� We de�ne Wmin

k ��� similarly	 it
is determined by settling ties in the opposite way� We further de�ne Bmax

k ��� and Bmin
k ���

as the maximal and minimal amount of work processed in batch k in any optimal schedule
for ��

Lemma � Let � � ���� � � � � �m��� denote any integral nonnegative vector of multipliers

with elements of size no more than c�

� If Wmax
k ��� 	 kt and �k 	 c� then we gain by increasing �k by one unit� if W

max
k ��� �

kt and �k 	 c� then we stay even when increasing �k by one unit�

� If Wmin
k ��� � kt and �k � �� then we gain by decreasing �k by one unit� if W

max
k ��� �

kt and �k � �� then we stay even when increasing �k by one unit�

� If Bmax
k ��� 	 t� �k 	 c� and �k�� � �� then we gain by increasing �k and decreasing

�k�� by one unit both�

� If Bmin
k ��� � t� �k � �� and �k�� 	 c� then we gain by decreasing �k and increasing

�k�� by one unit both�

Proof We only prove the �rst and fourth statement� the other statements are proven
analogously� First� let � denote the optimal schedule for � in which the ties are settled
such that the load of the �rst kc positions is maximized� Increasing �k by one unit decreases
the positional weights of the �rst kc positions by one� Due to the way the ties are settled�
we have that � is also feasible for this new vector of multipliers� which we denote by ���
Denoting the cost of � for the Lagrangian problems by L��� and L����� we obtain that

L���� � L��� � kt�Wmax
k ����

from which the desired result follows immediately�
Second� let � denote the optimal schedule for � in which the ties are broken to minimize

the load of batch k� Decreasing �k and increasing �k�� by one unit both a�ects the
positional weights in batch k only� they are increased by one� The desired result is readily
obtained by a proof along the lines above� �
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Lemma � Let q be the smallest integer such that the total processing time of the qc smallest

jobs amounts to more than qt� Let �� � ����� � � � � �
�
m��� be an optimal vector of multipliers

with integral nonnegative elements of size at most c� Then we have that ��k � c for k �
�� � � � � q � �� ��k � � for k � q� � � � �m� �� and � � ��q�� � c�

Proof First� suppose to the contrary that ��k � � for some k � q� Since the total processing
time of the qc smallest jobs amounts to more than qt� we have that Wmin

k � kt� Application
of Lemma � shows that we gain by decreasing ��k by one unit� contradicting the optimality
of ���

Second� suppose that ��q�� � �� Then we have that the weights of the �rst �q � ��c
positions are greater than the weight of any other position� Hence� we have that Wmax

q�� is
equal to the total processing time of the �q���c smallest jobs� which by de�nition amounts
to no more than �q� ��t� Application of Lemma � yields that we can increase ��q�� by one
unit without decreasing the value of the Lagrangian problem	 we therefore assume from
now on that ��q�� � ��

Third� suppose that ��k 	 c for some k � q � �	 let ��k denote the largest indexed
sinner� We increase ��k and decrease ��k�� both by one unit	 this does not push ��k�� below
zero� since ��q�� � �� Since only the weights corresponding to a position in batch k � �
are increased by one unit� whereas all other positional weigths remain the same� the op�
timal schedule for �� with minimal load in batch �k � �� remains optimal� Hence� the
outcome of the Lagrangian dual changes by Bmin

k����
�� � t� Due to the optimality of ���

we must have that Bmin
k����

�� � t� First� suppose that we are in the unlucky situation of
having Bmin

k����
�� 	 t� Let ��� denote the adjusted vector of multipliers� Then we have that

Bmax
k�� ����� � Bmin

k����
�� 	 t� Since all ���k � c� the weight of the ith position in each of the

batches �� � � � � k is no less than the weight of the ith position in batch k��� for i � �� � � � � c�
Moreover� we have that all ties are settled to maximize the load of batch k � �� Hence� in
any optimal schedule� the load of each of the batches �� � � � � k is no more than Bmax

k�� ����� 	 t�
Therefore� we have that Wmax

k�� ����� � �k � ��Bmax
k�� ����� 	 �k � ��t� This implies that an in�

crease of ��k�� by one unit of time clearly increases the outcome of the Lagrangian problem
such that our previous losses are more than compensated for� contradicting the optimality
of ��� In case of Bmin

k����
�� � t� we continue in this fashion� possibly after increasing ��q��

to one again	 this process terminates in at most c�q � ���q � ���� steps� �

All that is left of our process to completely describe the optimal vector of multipliers is
to determine ��q��� Since we only have to consider integral values� and since we know the
optimal values of all other elements of the vector of multipliers� we can restrict ourselves to
searching over the vectors ��k� �k � �� � � � � c� that have entries �j � c for j � �� � � � � q� ��
�j � � for j � q� � � � �m � �� and �q�� � k� Hence� we can determine �q�� by straight�
forwardly applying Lemma �� This leads to the optimality criterion that �q�� should be
chosen equal to the integer k for which Wmax

q�� ���k � ��� 	 �q � ��t �Wmax
q�� ���k���

We can make the optimality criterion more accessible� Since ��j � � for j � q� � � � �m���
we have that all positions in the batches q� �� � � � �m have weights smaller than any of the
positional weights in the batches �� � � � � q� Hence� in any optimal schedule for any ��k�� the
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smallest qc jobs occupy the �rst qc positions� which implies that maximizing the load of the
�rst �q��� batches is identical to minimizing the load of the qth batch� Reformulating the
optimality criterion� we have that k is such that Bmin

q ���k�� � T��q���t 	 Bmin
q ���k�����

where T is equal to the total processing time of the smallest qc jobs� Renumber the
jobs according to nondecreasing processing time� It is easily veri�ed that Bmin

q ���k�� �
Pc�k

j�� pqc���j �
Pc

j�c�k�� pq��c�j�k��c�k�� 	 these values are determined in O�n� time for
k � �� � � � � c� altogether� Hence� we determine the optimal vector of multipliers in O�n�
time� once the processing times have been sorted�

� Approximation

We present two classes of O�n log n� time Lagrangian heuristics� The �rst one has perfor�
mance guarantee ���� and the second one can possibly be used to decrease this performance
guarantee� Each such heuristic proceeds simply by making an optimal solution to the La�
grangian dual problem feasible� the sequence of jobs in the approximate solution for the
original problem is then equal to one of the many sequences that are optimal for the
Lagrangian dual problem�

For the Lagrangian problem �L���� the corresponding positions in the �rst q�� batches
all have the same positional weight	 the �rst �c���q��� positions in the qth batch each have
a positional weight that also occurs in each of the �rst �q��� batches� For the performance
of our heuristics� it does not matter how we settle ties when solving the Lagrangian problem
�L����

For any optimal solution to the Lagrangian dual problem� the �rst q�� batches can be
partitioned into overloaded batches that have Bk � t and underloaded batches that have
Bk � t� where Bk is the load of batch k �k � �� � � � �m�� We refer to these batches as
O�batches and U�batches� Note that the remaining m � q � � batches are overloaded by
de�nition of q	 see Lemma �� The number of underloaded batches depends on the way we
settle ties solving the Lagrangian problem �L���� What is more� given an optimal solution
for the Lagrangian dual problem� we can rearrange the �rst q � � batches in any order
and we will still have an optimal solution to the Lagrangian dual problem� We exploit this
feature to develop two classes of Lagrangian heuristics� the U�O type heuristics and the
O�U type heuristics� The di�erence between these two classes involves the order in which
we schedule the �rst q � � batches�

An U�O type heuristic �rst schedules the U�batches in any order� followed by the O�
batches in order of nondecreasing load� and then �nally the jobs of the remaining m�q��
batches in order of nondecreasing processing times� See Figure � for an illustration of such
a schedule with 
 underloaded batches� The batch in the �
 � ��th position is then the
�rst overloaded batch�

An O�U type heuristic �rst schedules the O�batches in any order� followed by the U�
batches in any order� and then the remaining jobs as in an U�O heuristic� Figure � shows
the Gantt Chart of an O�U heuristic� In this �gure� the �rst � batches are scheduled
contiguously� which implies that there are no more than � overloaded batches among the





�rst q � � batches�
Note that any U�O or O�U type heuristic yields an optimal schedule if the load of each

of the �rst �q � �� batches is equal to t�
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Figure �� Structure of a U�O�heuristic�
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Figure �� Arrangement of the �rst q � � batches in an O�U�heuristic�

Theorem � Any U�O heuristic has performance guarantee � � m���m � ���

Proof For ease of exposition� we work with the schedule and the Lagrangian bound that is
obtained for the multipliers �j � c for j � �� � � � � q�� and �j � � for all j � q��� � � � �m��	
this may not be the optimal vector of multipliers� since ��q�� can be positive� The result
holds for the optimal vector of multipliers� though�

Suppose that the breaking of the ties in the solution of the Lagrangian dual problem
has resulted in 
 underloaded batches and m � 
 overloaded batches� Hence� the �rst 

batches in the schedule produced by the U�O heuristic are underloaded� whereas the other
batches are overloaded� Let � be this schedule and let UB be its value� See also Figure ��
We prove the theorem by showing that there exist two lower bounds LB� and LB� such
that

UB � LB�

LB�
�

m

��m � ��
�

��



The �rst lower bound� LB�� is the value of the Lagrangian relaxation problem with multi�
pliers �j � c for j � �� � � � � q�� and �j � � for all j � q��� � � � �m��� The settling of the
ties results in 
 underloaded batches� The di�erence UB � LB� is computed as follows�
In the expresssion for UB� the positional weight of the �rst job in batch j �j � �� � � � � 
�
is equal to c� whereas it amounts to c�m � q � �� in the expression for LB�	 this yields
the term �c�m � q � ��

P�
j��Bj � where Bj denotes the load of batch j� Moreover� in �

the �rst job in batch i �i � �� � � � � 
� starts at time �i � ��t	 this yields a di�erence ofP�
i�� ct�i� �� � c
�
 � ����� As to the di�erence with respect to the jobs in the batches


 � �� � � � �m� all completion times in � contain a component 
t	 this yields a term of
c�m�
�
t� Furthermore� the positional weights of positions in the batches 
��� � � � � q��
are di�erent	 this yields the term

Pq��
i���� c�q � � � i�Bi� Finally� LB� carries the term

ct�q � ���q � ����� Hence� we have that

UB � LB� � ct
�
 � ���� � ct
�m� 
�� ct�q � ���q � ���� �

c
q��X

i����

�q � � � i�Bi � c�m� q � ��
�X

i��

Bi�

We want to get rid of both terms containing Bi� For the second term� this is easy� this
term is smaller than or equal to zero� As to the term c

Pq��
i�����q � �� i�Bi� note that the

average multiplication factor of Bi amounts to c�q�
� ����� where the smaller Bi values
carry the greater weigths� Hence�

c
q��X

i����

�q � �� i�Bi � c�q � 
 � ����
q��X

i����

Bi�

Since the smallest c�q � �� jobs are scheduled in the �rst �q � �� batches� we have� by
de�nition of q� that

Pq��
i����Bi � �q � ��t� Hence�

UB � LB� � ct
�
 � ���� � ct
�m� 
�� ct�q � ���q � ���� �

c�q � 
 � ���q � ��t��

� 
ct��m� 
 � q � �����

We compare this upper bound on the di�erence between UB and LB� with another lower
bound� LB�� on the value of the optimal schedule� LB� is determined as the value of any
optimal schedule for the instance where each job has zero processing time in the second
stage� Note that for this instance� exactly c jobs are completed at time it� for i � �� � � � �m�
Hence� we have that LB� � ct

Pm
i�� i � ctm�m� ����� and we obtain that

UB � LB�

LB�
�


��m� 
 � q � ��

m�m� ��
�

By de�nition� 
 � �q� ��� which implies 
��m�
� q� �� � 
��m� �
�� If we maximize
over this term� which can be done independently of the denominator� then we obtain that

 should be equal to m��� If we �ll this in� then we get

UB � LB�

LB�
�

m

��m � ��
� �

��



Observe the striking resemblance of a U�O type heuristic with the Full�batch�dealing�SPT

heuristic by Ahmadi et al�� which works as follows� Recall that the jobs have been reindexed
according to nondecreasing processing time� that is� they are in Shortest Processing Time

�SPT ��order� First� determine � �� � � � m� as the index such that

kcX

j��k���c��

pj � t for k � �� � � � � ��

and
kcX

j��k���c��

pj � t for k � � � �� � � � �m�

Full�batch�dealing�SPT heuristic

Step �� Assign the jobs J�� � � � � J�c to the �rst � batches according to the so�called
Full�batch�dealing policy	 that is� for i � �� � � � � �� assign exactly one job from the set
fJ�i���c��� � � � � Jicg to each batch� matching the jth smallest job �j � �� � � � � c� to the batch
with the �c� j � ��th largest workload�
Step �� Assign the jobs J�c��� � � � � Jn to the remaining m � � batches according to the
so�called Full�batch�SPT policy	 that is� �ll the remaining batches one by one� giving the
jobs J���k���c��� � � � � J���k�c to batch � � k �k � �� � � � �m� �� in this order�

Like a U�O heuristic� the Full�batch�dealing�SPT heuristic puts the underloaded batches
�rst� A major di�erence between our O�U and U�O heuristics and the Full�batch�dealing�

SPT heuristic is the choice of the number of jobs that should not be scheduled in order
of nondecreasing processing time� in our heuristics� the smallest cq � ��q�� jobs are not in
SPT �order� whereas in the algorithm by Ahmadi et al� only the �rst �c jobs are not in
SPT �order� Ahmadi et al� have established a worst�case bound of � �m���m� �� for the
Full�batch�dealing�SPT heuristic� Any U�O heuristic has the same worst�case bound�

As to the worst�case bound of the O�U heuristic� it is easy to construct an example
for which its performance is bad	 a worst�case performance of O�n� is reachable� On the
positive side� such an instance does not satisfy the speci�c conditions needed to achieve
the ��� worst�case bound of the O�U heuristic� It is a challenging open question to �nd the
worst�case bound of the heuristic that determines both an O�U and a U�O type schedule
and chooses the better one�

In the next section� we compare the empirical performance of the simplest U�O heuristic

with the best solution given by the Full�batching�dealing�SPT heuristic and the Lagrangian
heuristic by Ahmadi et al�

� Computational Results

We have conducted computational experiments on the same classes of randomly generated
instances as Ahmadi et al� We generated instances with m � ��� ��� ��� c � ��� ��� ��� and

��



t � ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� For each combination of m� c and t� we generated �� instances� For
each instance� the processing times pj were uniformly drawn from the interval  �� ��!�

Table � summarizes our computational results� The header "U�O heuristic� pertains
to the performance of our Lagrangian heuristic� This heuristic is of the U�O type and
schedules the U�batches and O�batches in order of nondecreasing load� We settled the ties
when solving the Lagrangian dual problem arbitrarily� This leaves undoubtedly room for
improvement� but our computational results will show that even such a straightforward
implementation already gives compelling results� The left column "average� gives the
average value of �HV�L���� � �� 	 ����� where HV is the value of the schedule given
by our heuristic� We see here for instance that the average performance is not at all
bad� the average gap between Lagrangian upper and lower bound is never more than
������ The column "worst� gives the largest gap between upper and lower bound for any
instance	 we see here that the largest gap was less than ������ The header "Ahmadi et al��
pertains to the performance of the Lagrangian lower bound of Ahmadi et al� and the
performance of their Lagrangian heuristic along with their Full�batch�dealing�SPT heuristic	
let AADT be the best solution value found� The Lagrangian heuristic converts the solution
of each Lagrangian problem into two feasible solutions in each of the ��� iterations of the
subgradient method� Accordingly� UB represents the best solution among ��� generated
schedules�

The column AADT�L���� gives the average gap between their upper bound and our
Lagrangian lower bound L���� as a percentage of L����� We may conclude that their
heuristics cannot compete with our U�O heuristic� which generates only a single solution�
The header "LB�L����� gives the average value of the Lagrangian lower bound LB by
Ahmadi et al� as a percentage of our bound L����� We note that our bound is much
better than theirs� in terms of both quality and speed # remember that our bound takes
only O�n log n� time to compute� while their bound takes O�In log n� time� where I is
the number of iterations carried out by the subgradient method� The header "$opt�sol��
gives the number of times out of �� instances that the heuristics found a provably optimal
solution� The column AADT gives this number for the heuristics by Ahmadi et al	 the
column HV gives this number for our heuristic�

� Conclusions

We have shown that a formulation based upon positional completion times leads to strong
Lagrangian upper and lower bounds for a two�machine 
owshop problem� We believe
that this type of formulation has a big potential for 
owshop problems	 we are currently
investigating how this type of formulation is of use for other 
owshop problems as well�
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